
   
 

SPARE Productions 
Stage Manager’s Contract 

This contract is between Singers Performers Actors Repertory Ensemble Productions, 
Incorporated (hereinafter referred to as SPARE) and ________________________________ 
(hereinafter referred to as The Stage Manager) and is dated ___________. 
 
The Stage Manager agrees to provide the following services from __________ to _________ for 
a production of ______________________________ (hereinafter referred to as The Production) 
for a fee of __________________________________, to be paid on or before ______________. 
 
Managing all performances of The Production; 
Conducting, in consultation with the relevant members of The Production’s Production and 

Creative Teams, all rehearsals of The Production unless granted specific, limited-time 
absences by The Production’s Producer; 

Managing communications between The Production’s Production and Creative Teams and The 
Production’s cast, and among those groups; 

Working with the rest of The Production’s Production and Creative Teams in a respectful and 
professional manner consistent with his/her position to ensure The Production meets 
SPARE’s expectations of quality and artistry; 

Attending and taking minutes at all meetings of The Production’s Production and Creative 
Teams; 

Providing SPARE with his/her personal information such that SPARE may fill out the 
appropriate taxation forms. 

 
The Stage Manager additionally agrees not to hold SPARE liable for any injury occurring before, 
during, or after any SPARE function. The Stage Manager understands that SPARE is a theatrical 
organization and agrees to accept Production-related criticism. The Stage Manager agrees to 
conduct him/herself in a professional manner consistent with his/her position for the duration of 
his/her appointment. The Stage Manager agrees to allow SPARE to use his/her name, likeness, 
image, or other form of representation in any promotional materials throughout the entirety of 
the universe and for all of eternity. 
 
Signature of Stage Manager:       Date: 
 
_______________________________________________________ __________________ 
 
Signature of Stage Manager’s Parent/Guardian (if under 18):  Date: 
 
_______________________________________________________ __________________ 
 
Signature of Authorized Representative of SPARE:    Date: 
 
______________________________________________________ __________________ 


